Motions to Be Voted on at CELS All Faculty Meeting

5a. Motion to endorse the graduate degree and program structure distributed by the Graduate, Research and Outreach Committee and endorsed by the Executive Council on April 17th, 2009.

Ph. D. degree in Environmental Economics and Marine Affairs
Ph.D. degree in Biological and Environmental Sciences
M.S. degree in Environmental Economics (EEC)
M.S. degree in Biological and Environmental Science
M.S. degree in Nutrition and Dietetics (NAD)
M.A. in Marine Affairs (MAF)
Master of Marine Affairs (MMA, including an MMA/JD option)
Master of Environmental Science and Management (MESM)
M.S. in Clinical Laboratory Science (CLS)

6a. Motion to endorse the undergraduate degree structure as distributed by the CELS Reorganization Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Programs and endorsed by the Executive Council on April 17th 2009.

(12 Undergraduate Majors: Similar to Model B in final report, but modified by CELS Exec. Council on April 17, 2009)

1. BS Biology (with options) (373 majors/ 63 grads each year)
2. BA Biology (161 majors/ 22 grads each year)
3. BS Cell and Molecular Biology (60 majors/ 20 grads each year)
4. BS Clinical Lab Sciences (93 majors/ 14 grads each year)
   (accredited, with options)
5. BS Marine Biology (with options) (245 majors/ 35 grads each year)
6. BS Animal Science (212 majors/ 36 grads each year)
7. BA Marine Policy (89 majors/ 19 grads each year)
8. BS Environmental/Earth Sciences & Management (162 majors/ 18 grads each year)
9. BS Wildlife and Conservation Biology (90 majors/ 21 grads each year)
10. BS Plant and Horticultural Science (63 majors/ 22 grads each year)
11. BLA Landscape Architecture (accredited) (72 majors/ 18 grads each year)
12. BS Nutrition and Dietetics (accredited) (192 majors/ 32 grads each year)

7a. Motion to endorse the Executive Council to continue the reorganization process: In light of the newly endorsed undergraduate and graduate degree structures, CELS faculty appoint the Executive Council to continue the process of college reorganization.